Application Modifications and Enhancements

HiCAMS & DOH Vendor Version 8.4.1 were released Friday, 4/25/2014.

OVERVIEW OF THE RELEASE

- The HiCAMS Version 8.4.1 contained the release of a new function, Review LGA Contracts. This function allows users with the proper security to enter skeleton contract records for the purpose of Project Certification of projects administered by Local Government Authorities.

HiCAMS - General

- Modified windows across the application to function as appropriate with the new LGA contracts (SQA 21311)
- Updated the copyright information on the About window. (SQA 21263)

CONTRACT MAINTENANCE - Review Contract Details

- Added LGA contract fields to tabs as appropriate. (SQA 21219)

CONTRACT MAINTENANCE - Review LGA Contracts

- New for Version 8.4.1
- This window was added to allow users with the proper security to enter skeleton contract records for the purpose of Project Certification of projects administered by Local Government Authorities. (SQA 21219)

DENSITY - Review Density Asphalt Cores QC

- Corrected the functioning of the error message received when an alpha character was entered in the Core field. Previously, the user had to force quit the application to clear the error message. (SQA 21189)

PROJECT CLOSEOUT - Review FHWA 1446B

- Corrected the window functioning for Division (D) contracts so that the State Materials Engineer signature will appear. (SQA 21300)

QUERY TOOL

- CONTRACTS: Added the LGA contract fields to the Columns available for selection. (SQA 21327)

ADMIN - Contract Adjustment Approvals

- Added the ability to multi-select decisions for deletion. (SQA 21262)

ADMIN - Notification Setup

- Added notifications required for LGA contracts. The notifications added are for the LGA Contract Verification and the LGA Contract Acceptance.
ADMIN - Security

- Corrected the functioning of the Contract - Transportation Technical Aide (CNT_WDETAIL_TTA) security tag. (SQA 21283)
- Corrected the functioning of the log on window when the user's password has expired. (SQA 21295)

DOH Vendor - General

- Modified the SPECS interface so that LGA vendors aren't sent through the interface. (SQA 21309)

CONTRACTOR DIRECTORY - Review Contractors

- Populated the data obtained from SAP for use in the Review LGA Contracts window. (SQA 21328)